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Completion of Independent Technical Review
This document has been produced within the framework of the North Wind Site Services quality
management system. As such, an independent technical review (ITR), appropriate to the level of
risk and complexity inherent in the project, has been conducted. This included review
assumptions (methods, procedures, and material used in analyses), alternatives evaluated; the
appropriateness of data used and level of data obtained; and reasonableness of the results,
including whether the product meets the project objectives. Comments and concerns resulting
from review of the document have been addressed and corrected as necessary.

ITR performed by:
Signature:

Date: 01/05/2021
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AEC

Atomic Energy Commission

ALARA

as low as reasonably achievable

ARAR

applicable or relevant and appropriate requirement

Be

beryllium

CCP

Contamination Control Plan

CERCLA

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act

CFR

Code of Federal Regulations

COC

constituent of concern

COR

contracting officer’s representative

CY

cubic yard

DOT

U.S. Department of Transportation

EM

engineer manual

FUSRAP

Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program

IATA

International Air Transport Association

I.C.E.

Industrial Construction Environmental Service Group, Inc.

in-situ

in the natural or original position or place

ITR

independent technical review

NRC

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

OSHA

Occupational Safety and Health Administration

PCB

polychlorinated biphenyl

PM

project manager

PPE

personal protective equipment

PWS

Performance Work Statement

QAPP

Quality Assurance Project Plan
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Ra

radium

RACM

regulated asbestos containing material

RCRA

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

RSO

radiation safety officer

SAP

Sampling and Analysis Plan

TENORM

technologically enhanced naturally occurring radioactive material

TSCA

Toxic Substances Control Act

TSDF

treatment, storage, and disposal facility

UFP

Uniform Federal Policy

USACE

United States Army Corps of Engineers

USEM

US Ecology, Inc. – Michigan

WAC

waste acceptance criteria

WM

waste manager

WT

waste technician
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PURPOSE

The United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Buffalo District, has contracted North
Wind Site Services, LLC, under Contract Number W912P420C0013 to perform deconstruction
and removal of the buildings at the Luckey site. The site is being remediated under the USACE’s
Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP).
This plan identifies and prescribes the waste management and transportation management
requirements and strategies to support the Luckey Building Deconstruction project. It also
provides the framework for the North Wind Waste Management and Transportation Program for
the Luckey FUSRAP Project. North Wind Site Services and North Wind Portage, Inc., (NWP)
utilize some of the same waste management and transportation resources to support both soils
remediation and building deconstruction scopes of work. The North Wind waste manager (WM)
is the key person responsible for managing the Site Waste Management and Transportation
Program. This document cites “North Wind” for activities involving both NWP and North Wind
Site Services personnel to support waste operations and transportation activities specific to
building deconstruction.
The Luckey site was used for beryllium processing in support of the national defense program.
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)-related production activities and operations occurred at the
site from 1949 to 1961. Beryl ore (beryllium aluminum silicate), scrap metal, and radioactive
contaminated scrap metal were brought to the site during this period. The site has been identified
as having materials contaminated with FUSRAP-related constituents of concern (COCs), which
include beryllium (Be), lead, radium-226 (Ra-226), thorium-230, uranium-234, and uranium238. The buildings to be deconstructed and removed under Contract Number W912P420C0013
likely have asbestos-containing materials and lead-based paint.
The site is located at 21200 Luckey Road, northwest of the Village of Luckey in Wood County,
Ohio. The Village of Luckey is 22 miles southwest of Toledo, Ohio. The site encompasses
approximately 40 acres and contains the production building and warehouse, two abandoned
railroad spurs, and several smaller process and support buildings. The site is bordered by Luckey
Road to the west, Gilbert Road to the south, abandoned railroad tracks to the east, and private
farmland to the north. The surrounding area west, north, and east of the site is primarily
farmland, with several residential properties and a former quarry to the south.
Key positions, roles and responsibilities, waste stream management practices, and regulatory
drivers for management of Luckey FUSRAP waste streams are prescribed within this plan.
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SCOPE

The USACE, Buffalo District, selected Portage, Inc., (now NWP) under Contract Number
W912P4-15-D-0006, to remediate the Luckey Site in Luckey, Ohio. Building Deconstruction
was added under a separate USACE North Wind Site Services contract, W912P420C0013. The
FUSRAP was established to identify, investigate, and clean up or control sites previously used
by the AEC and its predecessor, the Manhattan Engineer District. The Luckey site has an
approved Record of Decision developed according to the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) process. North Wind Site Services
developed work plans that have been or will be approved by USACE to support project
operations, including waste management and transportation-related activities. This plan focuses
on building deconstruction‒related scope of work to ensure safe, compliant, and efficient waste
management and transportation operations on the Luckey site.
The Luckey FUSRAP site-related COCs applicable to soil remediation are also present in waste
streams related to building deconstruction. COCs that apply to the deconstruction project are:
technologically enhanced naturally occurring radioactive material (TENORM), beryllium, lead,
asbestos, and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). Characterization by the WM, or designee,
performed in accordance with the Uniform Federal Policy Quality Assurance Project Plan for
Building Deconstruction at the Luckey Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program Site
Remediation, Luckey, Ohio, Sampling and Analysis Plan (UFP-QAPP SAP, USACE 2021a) will
determine the waste type, identify waste streams, and drive segregation, packaging, shipment,
and treatment/disposal schemes. Multiple deconstruction debris‒derived waste streams could be
generated, as determined through final characterization.
Deconstruction debris will be the dominant waste stream under this project. Secondary waste in
the form of spent personal protective equipment (PPE), wipes, contaminated packaging, plastics,
tools, and equipment will also be generated by the project. Other contaminants and hazards will
be identified and segregated as appropriate for characterization. These may result in new
regulated waste streams. Such secondary waste streams may include: used oils, hazardous waste
solvents, universal waste, sanitary/industrial wastes, PCB light ballasts, and spill cleanup wastes.
This plan addresses how waste streams are to be managed in accordance with applicable or
relevant and appropriate requirement (ARARs).
Other wastes and recyclables will include the following:
•

Sanitary waste in the form of office trash, rags, incidental clean waste.

•

Incidental brush in form of overgrowth removed to gain access to buildings for
deconstruction.

•

Recyclable plastics and cardboard.
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These wastes and recyclables will be disposed of in site dumpsters established specifically for
dispositioning by Waste Management, Inc. Recyclables will be transported to a recycling facility
and wastes will be disposed of in a Subtitle D licensed landfill. Brush and weeds, with incidental
soils, when deemed contaminated or generated in exclusion zones or contamination reduction
zones, will be size-reduced and commingled with building deconstruction debris waste
(primarily disposed of at US Ecology ‒ Michigan’s Subtitle C permitted landfill).
Key personnel and their respective roles and responsibilities are identified in this plan. Expected
waste streams with projected volumes within approved scope of work are provided. Finally,
characterization, packaging, transportation, treatment, and disposal schemes for waste soils are
discussed to provide an understanding of how these primary waste streams are to be managed
according to current strategies.
3.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Key positions and responsibilities for execution of waste management and transportation
activities specific to deconstruction-related waste management in support of the Luckey
FUSRAP remediation project are identified in this section. It is important to note that the North
Wind Waste Management functional organization relies upon the integration of both
deconstruction and remediation waste management and transportation activities to ensure safe,
compliant, efficient, and consistent execution of work at the Luckey site.
3.1

USACE Responsibilities

The USACE contracting officer/contracting officer’s representative (COR) will oversee and
approve North Wind work related to the Luckey FUSRAP Project in areas of waste management
and transportation – in accordance with contractually binding requirements.
Primarily, USACE representative responsibilities within the scope of this plan include:
•

Ensure that all substantive and/or administrative requirements of the contract Performance
Work Statement, Luckey Building Deconstruction, Luckey FUSRAP Site, Luckey, Ohio
(PWS; USACE 2020a), approved work plans, and associated environmental permits,
licenses, and/or certificates are complete and acceptable.

•

Facilitate interpretation of ARARs in association with FUSRAP site activities in regards to
substantive and administrative requirements applicable to Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA), Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), Occupational Safety and
Health Act, and other hazardous waste regulations – with technical support from
North Wind.
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•

Approve treatment, storage, and disposal facilities (TSDFs) for receipt of Luckey FUSRAP
CERCLA waste in accordance with applicable standards – including vetting of TSDF for
compliance with RCRA, federal, and state requirements as specified in the CERCLA “OffSite Rule” promulgated in 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 300.440.

•

USACE staff review and certify waste profiles. Profiles are approved by the TSDF.

•

Review, provide oversight, and serve as the generator/offeror’s certification authority of
record on shipping papers for each conveyance of waste in commerce (i.e., off-site shipments
subject to U.S. Department of Transportation [DOT] and other applicable transportation
regulations).

•

Provide guidance and interface to North Wind in the interpretation of requirements subject to
USACE reporting to other federal, state, and local agencies. Review and approve RCRA,
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act, Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act of 1986, and all other required reporting documents/submittals (e.g.,
Biennial Report under Section 3002(a)(6) of RCRA).

3.2

North Wind Responsibilities and Personnel

3.2.1

Project Manager

The project manager (PM) reports directly to the Luckey program manager and is responsible for
managing and executing the task order in accordance with the approved statement of work,
approved work plans, and all federal, state, and local laws and regulations. The PM supervises
the waste manager (WM).
The PM has the following authorities:
•

Stop work for unsafe or quality-impacting conditions.

•

Review/approve/implement this plan.

•

Approve waste deliverables/reports.

•

Approve waste personnel assignments.

3.2.2

Waste Manager

The WM reports to the PM at the project level, and to the Environmental and Transportation
Compliance Manager at the programmatic level. The WM acts as a single point of contact for all
waste management and transportation regulatory matters at the Luckey site.
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WM responsibilities include:
•

Provide daily direction and supervision to site personnel engaged in waste management and
transportation activities.

•

Identify, quantify, characterize, and develop management schemes for waste streams
associated with the Luckey FUSRAP Project.

•

Perform DOT determinations by identification and classification of hazardous materials to be
shipped in commerce. Ensure compliance with DOT regulations.

•

Develop or direct development of work instructions applicable to waste management and
transportation, and verify compliance with applicable site standards (i.e., regulations, plans,
procedures).

•

Specify requirements for management of all waste types/waste streams in compliance with
ARARs. This includes packaging, absorbent schemes, transportation configurations, and
waste material handling methods.

•

Develop and/or identify technical specifications for waste packaging. Solicit Engineering and
Quality Control input as appropriate. Ensure waste containers meet specification upon receipt
before use. Identify, track, and provide corrective actions and closure for any nonconformances related to packaging.

•

Maintain waste inventories and approve waste staging areas on site.

•

Ensure waste management and transportation related supplies are appropriate and available
to support site operations.

•

Primary interface with PM, engineers, site safety and health officer, project chemist,
radiation safety officer (RSO), contractor quality control system manager, and site
superintendent on all project activities related to waste management and transportation.

•

Develop, gain approval, and maintain waste profiles for USACE-approved TSDFs.

•

Define performance objectives, and participate in the development of waste transportation,
treatment, and disposal related subcontracts – with assistance from the PM, contract
administrator, and the USACE.

•

Primary point of contact for waste treatment, disposal, and transportation providers
(subcontractors).

•

Perform site surveillances to ensure compliance with waste management and transportation
related ARARs, plans, procedures, and work instructions.
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•

Maintain and communicate waste management and transportation performance metrics.

•

Interpret contractor and subcontractor contracts related to waste management and
transportation.

•

Provide the contractor quality control system manager with metrics and documentation
necessary to complete Daily Status Tracking Reports.

•

Produce regulatory driven reporting documents/forms required by federal, state, and local
agencies in accordance with RCRA, Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know
Act, Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986, and other applicable
regulations (e.g., Biennial Report under Section 3002(a)(6) of RCRA).
The WM has the following authorities:

•

Stop work for unsafe or quality-impacting conditions.

•

Direct and specify waste management and transportation related requirements.

3.2.3

Waste Technician

The waste technician (WT) reports directly to the WM. The WT will support the WM with a
focus on field operations and field implementation of the Waste Management and Transportation
Program. Field operators and laborers may be designated as WTs with proper training and
approval of the WM. The WT has the following primary duties:
•

Inspect incoming and outgoing transportation vehicles, and confirm driver qualifications for
all DOT shipments.

•

Inspect waste containers upon receipt and prior to filling with waste to ensure container
integrity.

•

Complete off-site transportation inspections prior to release of shipments into commerce.

•

Certify packaged waste and final containers to attest to compliance with waste profiles and
applicable TSDF waste acceptance criteria (WAC).

The WT has the following authorities:
•

Stop work authority when unsafe, non-compliant, or quality-impacting conditions are
discovered.

•

Reject subcontractor-provided bulk packaging, drivers, and shipping vehicles based upon
non-conformances with applicable specifications and regulations – with concurrence from
the WM.
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WASTE MANAGEMENT

This plan prescribes the standards for safe and compliant waste management and transportation
operations in support of the Luckey FUSRAP Project. This plan is the basis for the Waste
Management and Transportation Program, implemented by North Wind in support of the project.
This plan supports timely and effective cleanup of the site in accordance with the Luckey Site
Record of Decision for Soils Operable Unit, Final (USACE 2006). The deconstruction scope for
above-grade structures is covered under USACE contract number W912P420C0013. Details on
the plan for deconstruction are contained in Building Deconstruction Plan for the Luckey
Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program Remediation Project, PLN-60066-001
(USACE 2021b).
To identify the scope of work related to waste management, it is important to identify, classify,
and quantify all waste streams associated with the project. Site remediation of FUSRAP-related
waste streams will include: TENORM waste, , mixed waste, RCRA hazardous waste, used oil,
universal waste, and industrial waste. Although recyclables are not waste, efforts will be made to
segregate, manage, and send recyclables to approved recycling facilities to the extent practicable.
4.1

Identification and Quantification of Waste Streams

Table 4-1 provides project waste volume estimates. The table includes primary and secondary
waste streams that will be generated in the course of the project. Note that used oil and RCRA
hazardous waste are considered incidental, and have not been identified in generator/process
knowledge‒related information. Therefore, there are no entries for these “anomalous” wastes in
the table.
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Table 4-1. Building Deconstruction Waste Volume Estimates by Waste Stream
Shipped Volume (cubic
Waste Stream
yards [CY])
a
Building Deconstruction Debris Totals (potentially
47,858
contaminated with asbestos, PCBs, beryllium, lead, and
TENORM)
Secondary Waste (PPE, wipes, spent equipment, plastic, etc.)
1,000
Universal Waste
2
PCB Light Ballasts (PCB Bulk Product) Segregated
2
Wastewater
Addressed in Water
Management Plan, PLN60066-007
(USACE 2020b)
a

Source of building deconstruction debris waste volume estimate is the Explanation of Significant Differences for
Record of Decision Soils Operable Unit (USACE 2017).
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Overall Waste Characterization Strategy

Recycling and re-use of commodities will be accomplished to the extent practicable following
the North Wind waste hierarchy:
Re-use → Recycle → Decontaminate/Segregate/Reclassify (when practicable) → Dispose.
Sampling, testing, and analytical methods will be employed in the characterization, certification,
and transportation of waste streams for off-site disposal. Contemporary characterization methods
are coupled with the substantial body of information, including sampling and analyses results
from past site characterization efforts. The following sources of qualitative and quantitative
information support characterization efforts for the various waste streams generated on the
Luckey FUSRAP Project:
•

Visual inspections.

•

Generator/process knowledge of past and current site operations.

•

Remedial Investigation/Historical analytical data.

•

Contemporary in-situ sampling and analysis data.

•

Laboratory sampling and analyses – on-site and off-site laboratory services.

•

Field surveys – industrial hygiene and radiological field instrumentation based surveys.

The characterization basis for each waste stream must be defensible and support final waste type
determinations. In addition, our characterization basis uses a graded approach to ensure
compliance with applicable WAC and regulatory standards for solid waste management.
Characterization of Building Deconstruction Debris
The approach to building deconstruction debris waste characterization at the Luckey site differs
from the established soils characterization processes in that safety concerns due to unsafe
building structures prohibit extensive in-situ sampling and extensive inspections for hazardous
materials. Building deconstruction debris is managed as one waste stream. Historical
characterization data and generator/process knowledge are used to support the characterization
basis of the building debris waste stream. Segregation of building debris waste is not advisable,
because of safety concerns, and the handling, packaging, and transportation of this waste stream
may be compliantly accomplished as a single commingled waste stream. The deconstruction
debris is known to be contaminated with site COCs (i.e., TENORM, Be, and lead). In addition,
this deconstruction debris waste will contain some Category I friable asbestos, and could contain
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PCB Bulk Product Waste, according to 40 CFR 761 due to the age of the facilities and the
potential existence of applied, dried paints and PCB ballasts with total PCB concentrations of 50
or more parts per million. Characterization by sampling and analysis according to the UFPQAPP SAP (PLN-60066-005, USACE 2021a) will be performed to make PCB Bulk Product
determinations for applied dried paints, caulking, and mastic waste forms. There is no PCB
remediation waste in the primary building deconstruction debris waste stream, because slabs and
below-surface-grade soils are not included in the PWS.
The specific approach and requirements to support the characterization of building
deconstruction debris are specified in the UFP-QAPP SAP (USACE 2021a). Project work
instructions may also be used to supplement characterization activities, including field sampling
and other data-gathering activities. Characterization basis documents will be sufficient to support
a deconstruction waste profile to facilitate direct disposal at the US Ecology, Wayne, Michigan,
Disposal Facility. A non-RCRA determination will be included in the characterization basis
supporting this waste profile to address listed and characteristic hazardous waste determinations.
A conservative assignment of radionuclides of concern and their respective concentrations in
debris will also be derived as part of this characterization basis. Field monitoring for surface and
airborne radiological and chemical COCs will support confirmation of expected contaminant
concentrations in debris. Finally, oversight by trained and qualified waste management personnel
will identify any anomalies during waste handling and packaging operations. Typical anomalies
may include used batteries, unbroken used bulbs, mercury-containing equipment, stains or
indication of spilled material, lead cables and lead flashing, pressurized cylinders, and used oils.
Such anomalies will be segregated for further evaluation and characterization as necessary and
appropriate. As previously stated, such “anomalous” deconstruction-related waste streams, when
appropriate, may be combined with equivalent, established waste streams from remediation
activities at the Luckey site.
4.3

Disposal Options

USACE FUSRAP policy in engineer manual (EM) 1110-35-1 (USACE 2005) states that
radioactively contaminated materials can be disposed of only at facilities licensed by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) or an Agreement State, or at facilities permitted by a
Federal or state regulator to accept radioactive materials in accordance with their facility permit
and all applicable laws and regulations. Further, the current USACE disposal strategy guidance,
which is subject to change, requires that disposal facilities being considered for use must have
been audited by the USACE Radiation Safety Support Team (RSST) within five years and be in
good standing. A disposal facility audit assesses facility design, the effectiveness of their
safeguards and controls, and the level and quality of their community engagements. It is
important to note that all building deconstruction debris will be assumed to be contaminated with
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TENORM, as no free release of this material from institutional radiological controls will be
sought. The following USACE-approved disposal facilities currently receive FUSRAP wastes
from the Luckey site:
1)

US Ecology, Inc., – Michigan (USEM), Wayne Landfill Facility in Belleville, Michigan –
approved for direct disposal of Luckey FUSRAP soils and deconstruction debris.

2)

USEM Treatment Facility in Belleville, Michigan – approved by USACE for treatment of
RCRA hazardous waste, storage of waste pending direct disposal, and for conditioning of
off-site soils to meet the 50 picocuries per gram (pCi/g) Ra-226 limit for direct disposal in
the Wayne Landfill Facility.

NOTE:

The Wayne Landfill Facility and the Treatment Facility, both operated by USEM, are
located on adjacent properties in Belleville, Michigan.

US Ecology’s Grandview, Idaho, facility is listed as an option if a subpopulation of debris
materials with higher-than-expected radioactivity levels are encountered at the Luckey site. The
US Ecology Idaho facility can accept higher levels of Ra-226 and other radioactive materials
than the USEM facilities in Belleville, Michigan. Deconstruction debris waste as a whole will
not exceed the US Ecology Wayne, Michigan, facility WAC for direct land disposal.
Specific information concerning the USEM facilities in Belleville, Michigan, site has been
provided in Appendix B, including the following: copy of the facility’s state license, , a copy of a
letter from the USEM Belleville facility that waste is acceptable, and copy of letter from
regulatory authority that waste is acceptable at the facility.
4.4

Deconstruction Debris Waste Operations

North Wind Site Services will conduct characterization of deconstruction related waste streams
using a graded approach. Historical information, generator/process knowledge, field
measurements, and sampling and analysis characterization methodologies will be employed.
Characterization will support specifying waste type, making DOT packaging and shipment‒
related determinations, and the development of waste profiles. Sampling, testing, and analytical
requirements are provided in the UFP-QAPP SAP, PLN-60066-005 (USACE 2021a). Off-site
laboratories will be used to support deconstruction waste analytical needs. All laboratories
selected will be required to submit to USACE and North Wind all laboratory method standard
operating procedures and references, and the actual method detection limits to be achieved in all
chemical analyses.
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Generally, deconstruction debris waste is staged in piles near the point of generation in areas of
active deconstruction. Heavy equipment is primarily used to deconstruct buildings. Debris from
building deconstruction will be considered FUSRAP contaminated debris. Debris is further
downsized, as needed, by working wastepiles with heavy equipment with cutting shears, buckets,
or other appropriate attachments. Downsizing is performed to optimize packaging efficiency,
thereby minimizing transportation and disposal costs. Physical waste acceptance criteria for bulk
roll-off waste containers generally specify ease in dumping at the disposal site. The waste
packages used for debris are bulk roll-off containers lined with inner IP-1 rated flexible
packaging. Final packages are queued for shipment and sent to direct land disposal. The
anticipated disposal site is the US Ecology Wayne, Michigan Subtitle C permitted landfill
facility. Figures 4-1 through 4-4 in the Building Deconstruction Plan (USACE 2021b) illustrate
the deconstruction project layout, including staging areas designated to support waste operations.
Debris waste is the assumed single waste stream of equivalent waste type generated during
building deconstruction. Any separate waste streams identified through sampling and analysis
data or from anomaly detection in the field will be segregated and managed appropriately.
4.5

Secondary Waste and Waste Minimization

Secondary waste streams anticipated on the deconstruction project include, but are not limited to:
•

PPE, wipes, and dry active (low-density) debris waste.

•

Brush and debris from clearing and grubbing activities.

•

Sanitary/industrial waste from offices, etc.

Waste minimization strategies will be integrated into work planning and procurement activities.
Only essential materials will be introduced into the exclusion zone. Segregation of materials
from radiological and beryllium contamination areas will be maintained to the extent practicable.
Contaminated materials will be segregated from secondary waste. Low-density secondary waste,
such as PPE, wipes, and plastic, will be used to fill void space in bulk containers packaged with
deconstruction debris when possible to maximize packaging efficiency.
FUSRAP waste is waste generated in the course of site remediation and building deconstruction
under approved CERCLA action. Luckey project excavation wastes, or waste contaminated with
Luckey COCs, are FUSRAP wastes. CERCLA affords management of waste under ARARs,
with adherence to substantive RCRA requirements. RCRA administrative requirements – in
particular, waste storage time limits, treatment permits, and disposal time limits – will not apply
to FUSRAP waste at the Luckey site, unless specifically required by the USACE. Satellite
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accumulation areas will be established for RCRA wastes. RCRA waste storage time limitations
for FUSRAP waste will not apply. Storage of final RCRA waste containers will adhere to all
substantive requirements, including worker training, contingency plans, segregation, inspections,
and safe storage requirements. Timely disposal will be accomplished using USACE-approved
TSDFs.
Secondary waste will be characterized to support waste profiling and disposal. Low-density, nonRCRA hazardous secondary wastes described above will generally be managed under and
included in the primary deconstruction debris waste profile. Descriptions of secondary waste
along with physical, chemical, and radiological properties will be included with waste profile
submittals to the TSDF to afford commingling with debris or shipment of waste containers
containing solely secondary waste, as appropriate. These profiles will be maintained and updated
periodically to reflect the current composition of the waste streams.
4.6

Management of Anomalous Waste Streams

Anomalous waste may be encountered in the course of performing building deconstruction.
There is no known presence of waste in the facilities included in the deconstruction contract, but
it is not possible – due to safety concerns – to perform detailed inspections within these buildings
to identify anomalies. The baseline assumption is that the building debris will be managed under
a single debris waste stream suitable for direct land disposal at US Ecology, Wayne, Michigan
disposal facility.
Direct oversight is provided by the WT during deconstruction-related waste operations. The
deconstruction team will also be briefed on waste profile and WAC for the initial deconstruction
waste stream, and on any subsequent yet to be identified waste streams. This will ensure that any
anomalous waste items or materials are identified and segregated from the primary debris waste
stream. The WM will facilitate evaluation and characterization of such anomalous waste.
The possible potential anomalous wastes that may be encountered and generated in the course of
building deconstruction include, but are not limited to:
•

Used oils.

•

Spill cleanup material.

•

Mercury-containing devices/equipment.

•

Lead metal cable insulation, lead flashing, other lead metal items.
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•

Unidentified containers or cylinders which might contain regulated materials or pressurized
gases.

•

Liquids in process lines and/or equipment.

•

Sludges.

•

Radioactive material or sealed sources.

•

Unbroken bulbs, used batteries.

•

Stained debris of concern or other indications of chemical contamination.

The above anomalous waste items represent potential RCRA, TSCA, and/or radioactive/mixed
waste types. Decontamination of solid objects to remove asbestos contamination and/or to free
release from institutional radiological control might be necessary or desired to facilitate costeffective waste dispositioning prior to packaging for treatment and/or disposal. Radiological
surveys and beryllium smears might also be needed. The specific requirements for managing
anomalous waste, after characterization is completed, will be specified by the WM.
4.7

Waste Container Certification and Shipment

North Wind will use as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) and best management practices
in all waste handling. Secondary waste streams will be managed in accordance with sound waste
management practices and with ARARs (e.g., Satellite Accumulation Areas, Used Oil
requirements under 40 CFR 279).
Deconstruction debris waste will require a double-containment packaging scheme with IP-1
rated bulk flexible packaging (i.e., soft-sided bags) as liners within roll-off containers. Each rolloff container will be tarped to provide secondary closure to transport the material to the approved
TSDF(s). This is a proven methodology for packaging and transporting that has been used
successfully on projects with similar waste streams.
The outer roll-off containers will be labeled at all times. Empty roll-offs will have empty labels
affixed to them, pending analysis labels will be affixed as soon as they are loaded, and DOT
shipping labels will be affixed upon receipt of waste sample results.
Lessons learned and knowledge gained through successful waste and transportation operations
will be used by North Wind to identify and implement more safe, effective, and efficient
packaging and shipment schemes.
Additional measures will be taken to address secondary wastes that are accumulated. Secondary
waste streams will be placed in designated accumulation areas with signage identifying its use.
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These locations will be inspected weekly and recorded on weekly inspection logs. The on-site
lab will utilize satellite accumulation areas at or near the point of generation. Each satellite
accumulation area will be uniquely identified and follow all the safety and regulatory
requirements applicable to these areas. Once full, each satellite accumulation area container will
be marked with the date it was filled and will have no more than 3 days to be moved to the
central accumulation area.
The current packaging/shipment scheme for bulk soils using flexible bulk packages within rolloff containers is as follows:
1)

The roll-off containers and associated IP-1 liners will be received and inspected in
accordance with the Radiation Protection Plan for Building Deconstruction at the Luckey
Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program Remediation Project, PLN-60066-014
(USACE 2020c); Contamination Control Plan for Building Deconstruction at the Luckey
Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program Remediation Project, PLN-60066-010
(CCP; USACE 2021c); and the inbound inspection criteria.

2)

Liners will be filled inside the roll-off container. Once liners are filled and closed, labels
will be affixed as required (e.g., Asbestos labels).

3)

The filled roll-offs will be surveyed initially for radiological contamination, smeared for
beryllium contamination, and placed into the designated staging area with a red square until
final radiological and beryllium contamination levels clear containers for shipment.

4)

The RSO/designee and industrial hygienist will confirm clearance for shipment for each
final container.

5)

Containers released from contamination controls will have the red square indicating
“Results Pending” and queued for shipment to disposal.

6)

Waste profiling and transportation determinations for each roll-off box shipment will then
be performed to verify compliance with WAC and DOT regulations.

7)

Shipment is cleared for each roll-off container with the USACE signature approval on
shipping papers.

4.7.1
4.7.1.1

Waste Packaging
General

Waste packaging will be selected and specified for each waste stream. Several options or
different packaging choices may be appropriate depending upon the physical form of the waste,
the waste type, and the disposition path. Drums or carboys will be used for used oils, solvent
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wastes, and regulated wastes (e.g., PCB ballasts, anomalous waste items) generated in the course
of the project. Bulk packaging (i.e., roll-off containers) with inner IP-1 rated flexible packaging
(i.e., supersacks) are specified for the primary deconstruction debris waste stream.
4.7.1.2

Debris Packaging

Flexible bulk packaging (i.e., IP-1 rated liners) will serve as primary packaging for
deconstruction debris. One flexible bulk package will be placed into each roll-off container for
off-site shipment. Absorbents will be employed to eliminate free liquids in final waste
containers. Wetting of deconstruction debris assumed to contain friable asbestos will be
performed prior to packaging. In all cases, waste packaging selected shall be compatible with
waste to be packaged. The flexible bulk packages have separate multiple layers and meet
regulated asbestos containing material (RACM) packaging specifications per the state of Ohio
Environmental Protection Agency regulations.
Waste characterization results are used to make DOT shipping determinations and to support
waste profiling. Conservative estimates may also be used to report constituent concentrations per
package and shipment. Alternatively, constituent concentrations and regulated hazardous
material content may be assigned based upon information specific to a particular package. It is
expected that final debris bulk waste packages may use bounding characterization information
due to consistent contaminant loading well below any transportation or WAC-related limits.
Characterization technical basis documentation will be used to support the approach to assigning
and reporting package and shipment level contaminant loading.
All packaging will be closed in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. External
package surfaces will be screened for removable surface contamination (radiological and
beryllium) to ensure that applicable limits are met. Decontamination will be performed as
necessary. Containers will be moved to designated waste staging areas while awaiting final
contamination level clearance, and before shipment off-site. Final deconstruction waste packages
will be tracked separately from excavation waste. Labeling and marking of waste packages will
be performed in accordance with waste type and DOT-specific requirements.
Final bulk packages are weighed using dedicated site truck scales. Gross weights, known
package and truck tare weights will be used to derive net waste weight. Once the net weight of
the waste has been established by using the delta of the gross weight and tare weight of the onsite truck, that net weight will then be used on the shipping manifest. At the time of the
shipment, each shipment will be weighed and the manifest will be stamped with the gross
weight, date, and time. Once the gross weight has been recorded on the manifest, the tare weight
will be determined as the delta between the gross and net weights. Site truck scales will also be
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used to confirm that DOT gross weight limits are not exceeded for final shipping conveyances
(refer to Figure 4-1 in the Building Deconstruction Plan [PLN-60066-001, USACE 2021b] for
the location of the truck scales). Non-bulk containers may also be weighed using the truck scales.
Alternatively, engineering estimates may be used to report shipment gross weight values and/or
non-bulk package gross weights.
In accordance with USACE EM 1110-35-1 (USACE 2005), all packages of radioactive waste
will also be labeled with a non-DOT USACE marking sticker adjacent to the specified DOT
labels and placards to ensure proper disposal of the materials. Containers (bulk and non-bulk) of
wastes or materials that are not DOT, EPA, or NRC regulated, but are being sent off-site for
disposal, shall also have the marking sticker even though there are no specification markings,
labels, or placards required.
The WM, or designee, will prepare all shipping paperwork and coordinate with the designated
USACE representative to obtain shipping paper signatures. The requirement for USACE to sign
as the offeror is from Defense Transportation Regulation, DTR 4500.9-R-Part II, Chapter 204,
Hazardous Material (United States Transportation Command 2014).
4.8
4.8.1

Waste & Sample Transportation Schemes
General

The predominant scope and mode of shipping for Luckey FUSRAP waste (> 90% of total offsite waste volumes) will be FUSRAP COC-contaminated deconstruction debris in bulk roll-off
containers with secondary containment in commerce by highway. Secondary waste streams
described above will also be shipped off-site. Packaging, load securement, and final conveyances
will be evaluated and specified for compliant shipment to USACE-approved off-site TSDF.
FUSRAP COC-contaminated debris will be packaged into IP-1 rated flexible packing placed
inside ~ 25-CY roll-off containers. In all cases, waste packaging selected must be chemically
compatible with waste to be packaged. Roll-off trucks will transport the majority of roll-off
containers to the USEM Wayne, Michigan, facilities for treatment and/or disposal. The Ohio
DOT maximum allowable gross vehicle weight for this combination is 80,000 pounds. This style
of transportation vehicle has an estimated net payload capacity of 32,000–35,000 pounds
(16–17.5 tons). Deconstruction debris net payloads may vary in comparison to soil waste
payloads on average due to variable material densities. For bulk debris shipments, NWP as
confirmed by North Wind Site Services evaluated transportation options to the USEM Belleville,
Michigan, facilities. Consideration was given to residential area impacts, traffic patterns, and the
potential for accidents. Residential areas will be avoided by accessing the Interstate system via
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Ohio SR582. The approved transportation route is described and mapped in Appendix B. The
route to this facility represents lower-density residential areas, is less traveled, and has lower
accident rates compared to roads north of the site. An alternate off-site transportation route is
also provided in Appendix B. North Wind Site Services will schedule shipments to avoid hightraffic periods when practicable. Inclement weather will be considered for scheduling each load
to avoid dangerous road conditions. Site personnel will assess traffic/road conditions prior to and
during shipping activities to ascertain such conditions, and adjust shipment schedules
accordingly.
4.8.2

Primary Transporter and Approach to Shipment Control

Industrial Construction Environmental Service Group, Inc. (I.C.E.), a North Wind Site Services
subcontractor, will provide transport for shipments of waste off-site. I.C.E. has subcontracted to
BCA Express Co., Ltd., (BCA) to provide trucks, drivers, and transportation of bulk waste
containers from remediation and deconstruction activities in support of the Luckey site. The
BCA place of business is located at 22180 W. Industrial Park Drive, Genoa, Ohio 43430. The
main BCA office phone number is (419) 696-0446. BCA maintains appropriate federal and state
permits to transport radioactive and hazardous waste materials in commerce (reference: U.S.
DOT Permit MC-432888-P).
I.C.E. maintains an emergency response plan that has been reviewed by North Wind Site
Services and determined to be adequate to provide a means to respond to any incident which may
occur during transport of waste. I.C.E. utilizes USEM for spill/cleanup response under the
emergency response plan. I.C.E. maintains an InfoTrack account to provide around-the-clock
emergency notification and response services (reference Account #106399). The InfoTrack
phone number (i.e., 800-535-5053) and I.C.E.’s account number are listed at the top of each
shipping manifest. In addition, the North Wind Site Services generator contact phone number is
listed at the top of each manifest. Drivers maintain contact with the BCA dispatcher when
making waste shipments, and when returning empty containers to the site. This ensures constant
tracking of each shipment, and maintains accountability.
Waste boxes are loaded with waste within the exclusion zone, closed, decontaminated, and then
surveyed. Pending radiological and beryllium survey results, roll-off boxes are moved to the
designated staging area. The roll-off boxes are marked with a red square designating “pending
results” and remain in the designated staging area until both radiological and beryllium release
criteria are met. Once results are received indicating release requirements are met, the red square
is removed, signifying that the roll-off box is now available to be in the queue for transportation
to disposal.
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Before leaving the Luckey site, waste boxes are surveyed for radiological and beryllium
contamination and may also be subject to radiation dose rate surveys. Radiological surface
contamination levels, radiation levels, and beryllium contamination levels are controlled in
accordance with the CCP, PLN-60066-014 (USACE 2021c).
4.8.3 Waste Tracking and Documentation

TSDFs will be approved by USACE, which will verify compliance with CERCLA Off-Site Rule
regulations when appropriate. Waste profile sheets will be developed for each waste stream and
submitted to USACE for review and acceptance. North Wind will maintain direct, concise, and
daily contact/coordination with USACE concerning field operations and scheduling for off-site
shipments. Properly completed shipping documents will accompany each waste shipment.
Transportation shall comply with all relevant DOT requirements. Shipping documents will be
generated in a template manner for each waste stream / shipping conveyance configuration. Draft
shipping document templates (i.e., non-hazardous or hazardous material manifests) shall be
furnished to the COR for review and acceptance at least seven calendar days before
commencement of waste shipments North Wind will then provide final shipping papers for
signature by the designated USACE representative as the site generator prior to dispatching each
shipment into commerce. These shipping papers may include the following (as appropriate):
a. Non-hazardous waste manifests.
b. Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifests.
c. Land disposal restriction forms.
d. Emergency Response Contact Information.
e. Applicable Emergency Response Guides.
f. Route of Travel Directions.
Certificates of destruction, treatment, and/or disposal, as applicable for all waste shipments will
be sent to the WM, or designee, from the respective TSDFs accepting Luckey waste. These
certificates will then be submitted to the USACE COR.
Each filled container will be tracked in site waste inventories, and followed through shipment
and disposal. Waste metrics are tracked by the WM for reporting purposes to document
completed work related to waste management and transportation to disposal.
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4.8.4 Sample Shipments

Samples and sample returns will be shipped to North Wind‒approved laboratories, using
approved shipping vendors (e.g., United Parcel Service, Federal Express) in accordance
applicable DOT-related regulations. Transportation providers, including drivers, will be subject
to Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration Regulations under 49 CFR Subchapter B.
Samples and sample returns to be shipped by air must be marked, labeled, and shipped in
accordance with the 61st Edition of Dangerous Goods Regulations published by the International
Air Transport Association (IATA 2020). Care must be taken to coordinate with third-party
carriers (e.g., United Parcel Service, Federal Express) to ensure that routes of travel (i.e., air,
highway) are understood and communicated for compliant shipment classification, marking,
labeling, etc. No shipment by vessel is authorized under this plan. Shippers signing the
authorized shipper/offeror certification statement for air shipments involving dangerous goods
must be trained and qualified as an IATA shipper.
5.

SPILL PREVENTION AND CONTROL

Procedures and responsibilities for spill prevention, response, and cleanup associated with the
remediation and waste transportation are presented in the Accident Prevention Plan/Site Safety
and Health Plan for Building Deconstruction at the Luckey Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial
Action Program Remediation Project, PLN-60066-003 (USACE 2021d). Spills will be reported
in accordance with Engineer Pamphlet 1110-1-33, Spill Reporting Procedures for USACE
Hazardous, Toxic, and Radioactive Waste Projects (USACE 2008). Spills that occur in transit to
the designated disposal facility are the responsibility of the transporter. I.C.E. provides off-site
transportation services for the Luckey FUSRAP Project. I.C.E. maintains an emergency response
plan with directions to drivers and key points of contact in the event of a transportation
emergency. I.C.E. utilizes USEM first responders in the event of the need to perform off-site
cleanup response. The WM is also listed on all shipping papers as the 24-hour point of contact.
Finally, the I.C.E. InfoTrack number is listed on shipping papers to provide around-the-clock
emergency response support in the event of an emergency.
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APPENDIX B
Disposal Site Information, Sample Shipping Forms

US Ecology Inc.
Wayne Disposal Inc. – (EQ/DBA US Ecology)
49350 North I-94 Service Drive
Belleville, Michigan 48111
Phone: 800 592-5489
US EPA ID # – MID048090633
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Primary Route to US Ecology, Inc., Wayne, Michigan
•

From off-site access road gate, turn left and drive south on Luckey Road/County Hwy-11
toward Gilbert Road (0.20 miles).

•

Turn right onto Middleton Pike/OH-582 (6.65 miles).

•

Turn right to merge onto I-75 North (4.31 miles).

•

Merge onto I-475 N/US-23 N via EXIT 192 on the left toward Maumee/Ann Arbor
(13.55 miles).

•

Keep left to take US-23 N via EXIT 14 toward Ann Arbor (38.07 miles).

•

Merge onto I-94 E via EXIT 35 toward Detroit/Airports (7.57 miles).

•

Take the Rawsonville Road exit, EXIT 187 and turn left onto Rawsonville Road
(0.64 miles).

•

Turn right onto William Avenue, William Avenue becomes N Interstate 94 Service Drive
(1.29 miles).

•

Turn left into USEM entrance.
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Map of Primary Route to US Ecology, Inc., Wayne, Michigan
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Alternate Route to US Ecology, Inc., Wayne, Michigan
•

Head south on Luckey Rd toward Gilbert Rd (0.7 miles).

•

Turn left onto Main St/Middleton Pike (0.3 miles).

•

Turn left onto OH-582 E/Krotzer Ave/Middleton Pike (1.8 miles).

•

Turn left onto Pemberville Rd (2.5 miles).

•

Turn right to merge onto US-20 W/US-23 N/Fremont Pike (9.2 miles).

•

Turn left to merge onto I-75 S/US-23 N toward Dayton/Ann Arbor (0.3 miles).

•

Take I-475 N and US-23 N to Rawsonville Rd in Ypsilanti Charter Township. Take exit
187 from I-94 E. (50.3 miles).

•

Merge onto I-75 S/US-23 N (0.8 miles).

•

Keep right at the fork to continue on US-23 N, follow signs for I-475 N/Maumee/Ann
Arbor (1.0 miles).

•

Continue onto I-475 N/US-23 N (12.6 miles).

•

Keep left at the fork to continue on US-23 N, follow signs for Sylvania/Ann Arbor
(38.1 miles).

•

Take exit 35 to merge onto I-94 E (7.6 miles).

•

Take exit 187 for Rawsonville Rd (0.3 miles).

•

Turn left onto Rawsonville Rd (1.5 miles).

•

Turn right onto N Interstate 94 Service Dr (1.2 miles).
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Map of Alternate Route to US Ecology, Inc., Wayne, Michigan
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APPENDIX C
Packaging Specifications/Loading Information
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25-CY-Sized Flexible Bulk Packaging Specification
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APPENDIX D
Examples of Shipping Documents, Labels, and Waste
Tracking Field Log
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Asbestos Waste Label Example

(Reference: OSHA 1910.1001(j)(5)(i))
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